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Abstract. We discuss the radar detection method as a probe for high-energy neutrino
induced particle cascades in ice. In a previous work we showed that the radar detection
techniqe is a promising method to probe the high-energy cosmic neutrino flux above PeV
energies. This was done by considering a simplified cascade geometry and scattering
model. In this article we discuss the scattering in more detail. We provide a model for
the radar cross-section based on the induced plasma properties, and discuss the angular
dependence of the scatter.

1 Introduction

In [1], we discussed the radar detection technique as a probe for high-energy neutrino-induced particle
cascades in ice. It was shown that if one is able to scatter efficiently, this technique should allow for
the cost-efficient detection of neutrino-induced particle cascades above a few PeV. It follows that the
radar detection method is a promising technique to cover the currently existing sensitivity gap between
a few PeV where the IceCube neutrino observatory runs out of statistics [2], and a few EeV where the
currently operating Askaryan radio detectors start to gain sensitivity [3, 4].

The main scatter occurs off of the over-dense ionization plasma left behind when a neutrino in-
duced cascade traverses through the medium. To model the effective scattering cross-section, in [1],
several approximations were made. The average free charge density within a tube of 2 cm radius was
considered to estimate the plasma frequency. The scattering cross-section itself was consequently
obtained from an emperically derived equation [5, 6]. Furthermore, skin-effects were ignored where
the scatter was assumed to be isotropic.

In this article, we consider a more detailed model for the radar cross-section. Assuming radial
symmetry, a two-dimensional model of the ionization plasma is given. Having the detailed free charge
distribution, the scattering efficiency for layers of equal density will be considered by taking into
account for the skin effect. Furthermore, the scattering itself is discussed where it is argued that
instead of isotropic scattering a slit-like interference pattern can be expected.
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2 The plasma

Following [1], the starting point for the plasma model is the high-energy particle cascade which de-
velops inside the ice. The electromagnetic cascade development as a function of depth X(g/cm2) can
be parameterized following [7, 8],

N(X) =
0.31 exp[(X/X0)(1 − 1.5 ln s)]

√
ln(E/Ecrit)

, (1)

where the radial particle distribution can be parameterized following [9],

w(r) =
Γ(4.5 − s)

Γ(s)Γ(4.5 − 2s)

(
r
r0

)s−1 (
r
r0

+ 1
)s−4.5

. (2)

Here X0 = 36.08 g/cm2 denotes the electron interaction depth, Ecrit = 0.0786 GeV gives the critical
energy for electrons in ice, and E denotes the energy of the primary cascade-inducing particle. Ad-
ditionally the shower age is given by s(X), where s = 1 denotes the shower age at shower maximum.
The radial distance from the shower axis is given by r, where r0 = 7 cm for ice. For more detailes we
would like to refer to Appendix A of [1].

The energy deposit from the high-energy cascade by ionization of the medium is large. Typically
90% of the cascade energy is finally deposited by ionizing the medium. The ionization profile is mod-
eled considering an ionization loss of 2 MeV/g/cm2 for a minimum ionizing particle. The ionization
loss scales logarithmically with the energy of the ionizing particle and is therefore considered to be
constant for the high-energy particles in the cascade front. Numerically it can easily be checked that
the total energy loss due to ionization given by, Eion

loss =
∫

N(X)Eion dX, leads to an energy deposit
of roughly 90%. The ionization charge density is consequently obtained by assuming an ionization
energy for ice equal to Eice

ion = 20 eV.

3 Over-dense scattering

For over-dense scattering to occur, we need to fulfill the condition that the detection frequency is
below the plasma frequency νd < νp. The plasma frequency on itself directly depends on the free

charge density and mass, νp = 8980
√

mene
mp

Hz. Here me denotes the electron mass, mp denotes the

effective mass of the plasma constituent, and ne gives the free charge density. Following [10, 11], two
types of plasma can be expected. A rather short lived free electron plasma, and a longer lived free
proton plasma. In Fig. (1), we show the two dimensional plasma density profile for a 1 PeV particle
cascade. The over-dense region for the a proton-like plasma probed at νd = 50 MHz is indicated by the
(white) contour line. It follows that already at 1 PeV energies an over-dense tube with O(cm) radius
and a longitudinal extension of O(m) can be expected for a proton-like plasma with O(µs) lifetime.
The longitudinal extension of the plasma is given by either the plasma lifetime, cτp, or the length of
the cascade itself.

Having the density profile, we can now calculate the scattering cross-section. To illustrate the
calculation, in this article we consider a simplfied geometry for which the incoming wave is normal,
and the polarization is aligned, to the casacade direction. The scattering efficiency is accordingly
obtained by considering (over-dense) layers of approximate equal density. Defining the skin depth
δp = c/2νp, to be the depth in which the intensity falls by e−1, the fraction of the signal absorbed and
re-scattered in a single layer i is given by,

f i
scatt = (1 − f i−1

scatt)(1 − e−(∆x)i/δi
p ). (3)
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Figure 1. The two-dimensional plasma density profile for a 1 PeV neutrino-induced particle cascade in ice. The
over-dense proton-like plasma region probed at νd = 50 MHz is indicated by the (white) contour.

Here the factor (1 − f i−1
scatt) takes into account the part of the signal which has already scattered, (∆x)i

denotes the thickness of layer i, and δi
p denotes the plasma frequency in the considered layer. The

total fraction of the incoming wave intensity which is scattered can now be obtained by,

fscatt =
∑

i

f i
scatt =

∑
i

(1 − f i−1
scatt)(1 − e−(∆x)i/δi

p ). (4)

For an incoming wave with normal incidence and its polarization aligned with the plasma, the scat-
tering cross section is given by a folding with the geometrical area Ai of layer i. This is a sigar-like
surface, for which its area is estimated by, Ai = Lirmax

i /2. The effective over-dense scattering cross
section for a wave of normal incidence with its polarization aligned to the cascade and taking into
account for skin-effects is thus given by,

σnorm
od =

∑
i

f i
scattAi =

∑
i

Ai(1 − f i−1
scatt)(1 − e−(∆x)i/δi

p ). (5)

For the general case, a geometry factor has to be included to take into account the angle with respect to
normal incidence and the polarization angle. Furthermore, it should be noted that there are still several
unknowns that should be included into the effective radar cross section. So-far we did not consider
the free charge collision rate, as well as the detailed plasma lifetime. These quantities are hard to
model. Therefore, to determine the radar cross section the scattering efficiency has to be obtained
experimentally. Initial experimental work has been performed during a beam-test experiment early
2015, where a first hint for a radar scatter was observed [12]. In the near future, a follow-up experiment
is planned to confirm this hint.

4 Diffraction

Where in [1], the scattering was assumed to occur isotropically, in reality this only holds in the limit
where the wavelength of the incoming wave is much larger than the scattering surface, λsc >> Ascatt.
The other limiting situation is given when λsc << Ascatt, for which specular reflection is expected.
For efficient scattering, the detection frequency has to be below the plasma frequency, but still large
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enough to make multiple oscillations within the plasma lifetime which is expected to be in the
nanosecond to microsecond range for the ionization plasma considered in this article. This imme-
diately fixes the possible detection regime to MHz-GHz frequencies.

For scattering off the plasma, we have to consider two length scales. The radial extension r is
small compared to the detection wavelength up to GHz frequencies, where the longitudinal extension
L is of the order of the detection wavelength. Hence, in this situation λsc ≈ Ascatt, and we expect a
diffraction pattern which can be approximated by Fraunhofer single slit diffraction. The intensity of
the reflected signal therefore becomes an angular dependence given by,

fdi f f =
I(α)

< I(α) >
, (6)

with,
I(α) = sinc2(β), (7)

where β = (πL/λ) sinα.

5 Outlook

In this article we consider a more realistic scattering model for the radar reflection off the ionization
plasma due to a high-energy neutrino-induced particle cascade in ice. We describe a method to de-
termine the over-dense radar cross-section for the ionization plasma. This method takes into account
the skin-effect and is based on the two-dimensional plasma density profile. Furthermore, the emission
pattern for a scattered signal is discussed. It follows that this pattern can be approximated by a sin-
gle slit diffraction pattern. These considerations can be generalized to general scattering geometries,
which should allow us to perform a detailed calculation for the radar scattering. The final goal of such
a modeling effort is to calculate the sensitivity for a possible future high-energy neutrino detector
based on the radar detection technique.
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